ideal

good present.

that there are many other solar systems.

although you may not know many details about

received?

Could you give us an idea of the type of letters you've

freedom to explore.

what you are being told.

understand how to do something or understand

you'll be able to do it very quickly.

I had an idea that he joined the army later,

something, you have some

idea

❑

n-sing

We haven't the faintest idea where

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

This was his idea of a

good ... of beliefs, especially the political

ideal
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ideal is a long, active, busy life.

or thing for a particular purpose is the best

to you to be the best possible example of it.

The source of authentic English

conditions were ideal for racing.

hotel is ideally situated for country walks.

When you get the idea,

An

that you can imagine.
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**dive**

diving bell • diving bell (diving bell) n 1 a diving bell is a container shaped like a bell in which people can breathe the air while they work underwater

**dive**

diving board • diving board (diving board) n 1 a diving board is a board high enough for people to leap into the water

**dividend**

dividends, dividend • dividend (dividend) n 1 dividend (pl dividends) is a financial profit paid by a company to its shareholders

**diagonally**

diagonally • diagonally (diagonally) adv 1 diagonally is at an angle of 45°

**division**

division • division (division) n 1 division is the arithmetical process of dividing one number into another

**divisible**

divisible • divisible (divisible) adj 1 if one number is divisible by another number, the second number can be divided into the first exactly, with nothing left over:

- **divisible**

  divisibility

**divine**

divine • divine (divine) adj 1 something relating to a divinity or a divinity

- **divine**

  divinity

**divinity**

divinity • divinity (divinity) n 1 a god or goddess

**divorce**

divorce • divorce (divorce) n 1 to divorce is to end a marriage

- **divorce**

  divorce

**divorced**

divorced • divorced (divorced) adj 1 divorced is not married

- **divorced**

  divorced

**divorces**

divorces • divorces (divorces) n plur 1 if someone divorces their former husband or wife, they are no longer legally married to them:

- **divorces**

  divorced
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